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INCLUSIONARY ZONING
Toronto has passed an inclusionary zoning by-law that further
clarifies what Toronto will look like ten to thirty years in the future.
The goal seems to be to build a bigger Toronto much like New
York City with wider sidewalks, more outdoor recreational spaces,
fewer automobiles and a majority of residents being tenants
rather than owners. This by-law addresses how Toronto plans to
provide affordable housing for its growing population.
For those who remember rent controls in the 1970s as a means to
keep rents affordable, this resulted in a lack of profitability in
rental buildings and a rise in condominiums which has since
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Purchases and “Free Shipping”, page 2, delves into
the challenges of getting packages to your door. If you
have ever wondered if what your community pays for condo management software is reasonable,
Condo Management Software - The Cost of Free looks the real cost of those “free” systems.
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THE LAST MILE
Online Purchases and “Free Shipping”
The last mile is
typically the most
expensive and
complex part of
delivering products to
your home.
Something you
ordered may have
originated half way
around the world or
down the street. That
last mile of delivery
from a warehouse to
your home can comprise more than 50 percent of shipping costs.
High-rise condo living combined with online shopping has made this
last mile more complex. Merchants and shipping companies often
absorb these costs to accommodate “free shipping” and consumers
unwilling to pay a delivery fee.
One of the greatest challenges is having someone at home to receive
packages. With someone receiving packages the risk of theft
disappears. There is no need to redeliver packages at a later date or
have someone temporarily store them.
Customers desire convenience. Ordered items are expected to
arrive without damage and not “disappear” in transit. Remaining
home waiting for a package delivery is inconvenient. It could mean
missing one or more days of work the cost of which, in lost income,
likely exceeds what has been ordered.
High-rise condo living offers a partial solution in that packages can be
left with a concierge. In buildings without a concierge they may be
left unattended at a lobby door. Many things can go amiss before
packages (hopefully) make it to intended recipients.
For one reason or another, more than 20 percent of deliveries are
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COMMON AREAS AND AMENITIES
THE LAST MILE… CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
not made during a first attempt. Customers may be
required to retrieve their packages at a post office,
warehouse or other location if redelivery is
unavailable.
Condominium communities may impose parcel
rules to address an overwhelming number and size
of packages, lack of storage space, and residents
failing to promptly collect their packages. They may •
impose size and weight restrictions. Items not
picked up in a “reasonable” time may be returned to
sender.
Insufficient space for large packages, or too many
small packages, is an ongoing challenge. Storing
packages for residents who may not retrieve them
for days or weeks is a cost and responsibility many
condo boards are unwilling to accept.
Package delivery challenges exist throughout
Canada and the United States. Package
management has become so costly that some
communities no longer accept them. In response,
new solutions are being introduced.

•
•
•
•

•

Drone delivery is being explored by Google and
Amazon. In China, DHL now offers this service.
'Digit,' a two-legged robot offered by Ford, can
make home deliveries.
Software solutions speed up the process of
receiving, storing and ensuring packages reach
building residents.
Smart lockers have been introduced by Canada
Post, Amazon and others. Tridel has
incorporated smart lockers in their new
buildings. Residents receive an electronic notice
when a package for them has been left in a
smart locker. They can retrieve the package
without human intervention.
President's Choice (PC) and other merchants
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•
•

allow
customers
to pick up
groceries at
selected
subway
stations in
Toronto.
Walmart is
among the
merchants
allowing instore pickup of online orders.
Penguin Pickup offers a free and one-stop
location for picking up online purchases.
Some companies connect consumers to local,
non-professional couriers who use their own
transportation to make deliveries.

These are some of the current solutions available to
address the last mile of delivery. Not all offer the
expected level of convenience nor are they suitable
for all.
An increasing number of communities, unprepared
to dedicate more of their limited common area
space to package storage while incurring internal
costs of accepting, storing, delivering and returning
packages for residents, are exploring these and
other solutions.

DEVELOPMENT & INFRASTRUCTURE
INCLUSIONARY ZONING … CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
served as necessary rental stock. Now all this is
changing with inclusionary zoning.
The approach is complimentary to transit-oriented
development which ensures high-density
development along subway lines. The idea is to
build complete communities near major transit
hubs to create walkable communities with
restaurants, exercise facilities, offices, schools,
parks and transit stations all within a short distance
of homes. Major projects are likely to set aside
around 25 percent of the land for open spaces.
Projects will provide the population necessary to
support new subway lines and businesses that
locate near them. Inclusionary zoning ensures
these desirable communities will include affordable
housing.
What is Inclusionary Zoning
Toronto anticipates a
continued strong
demand for housing.
Inclusionary zoning is a
tool that allows the city
to require affordable
housing units to be
provided in new
developments thus
increasing the supply of
affordable housing for
low to moderate income households. This will
impact on all forms of high-rise housing inclusive of
condominiums and rental housing.
The approach is consistent with Ontario zoning
policies since 2018. In Toronto, inclusionary zoning
will soon apply to what are described as Protected
Major Transit Areas (PMTSAs). Under the by-law,

affordable rental housing will have to be
incorporated in new condominium buildings and
purpose-built rental buildings. The city intends to
require five to ten percent of affordable housing
units to be provided in new developments,
increasing to up to 30 percent by 2030, alongside
the development of market housing.
Areas affected by inclusionary zoning are
throughout the city but primarily in the city core.
Within designated areas, affordable housing
requirements will apply to residential buildings with
at least 100 units.
What is Affordable Housing
One city goal is to
ensure permanent
affordability of
housing such that
rent and housing
prices remain
affordable for
those earning
between $32,000
and $92,000 annually, and costing no more than 30
percent of before-tax monthly income of renter
households. Housing will be required to remain
affordable for 99 years to ensure affordability will
not be lost over the short term.
Affordable housing is to be included in new
developments within a ten-minute walk of transit
stations to support creation of mixed-income
communities. This includes condominium buildings
and purpose-built rental buildings.
Affordable housing is intended to be
indistinguishable from other housing. It will have

CONTINUED PAGE 6 ….
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DEVELOPMENT & INFRASTRUCTURE
INCLUSIONARY ZONING … CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5
shared access to the building plus all building
services and amenities on the same terms and
conditions as for residents of other units. Bicycle
and visitor vehicular parking, and storage lockers,
plus indoor and outdoor amenity space are to be
provided on these same terms. Fees charged to
affordable housing units for use of or access to
amenities or common areas such as a party room
or guest suite cannot exceed that charged to
residents of the market units.
No less than five percent, with 20 percent being the
target, of affordable housing units within a
proposed development must be fully accessible
housing units to better aid seniors and others with
limited accessibility.
Within a development there will be a minimum
number of two-bedroom and three-bedroom units
required. Each unit will be proportional to, or larger
than, the minimum and average unit sizes by
bedroom type. Affordable housing units will be

indistinguishable in appearance, access, quality, and
functionality from market units, and will include
central heating and cooling with individual controls.
Units will have equivalent finishes, fixtures, and
features (e.g. kitchen cabinets, countertops,
dishwashers, closets, etc.) to those that are included
in market units. Finishes and fixtures may differ in
terms of quality.
Affordable housing units that are for sale will be
administered over the 99-year affordability period
by one or more third-party administrators selected
by the city. The third-party administrator will be
responsible for providing information to
prospective homebuyers including homebuyer
education resources.
Owners of affordable ownership units must be
occupied by their owners. This restricts their use
such that they cannot be used as rental
accommodation.

CONTINUED PAGE 7 ….
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DEVELOPMENT & INFRASTRUCTURE
INCLUSIONARY ZONING … CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6
Eligibility for Affordable Housing

until they age and owners of affordable housing
units are unable to continue paying higher condo
Eligibility for affordable housing units is to be
fees necessary to maintain the building. Owners of
determined by criteria that includes income. Those affordable housing units will have an equal say in
eligible for renting or purchasing affordable housing voting and other condo-related matters. Condo fee
will be entered into a random selection process
increases are likely to face greater opposition and
conducted by the city. Purchasing an affordable
special assessments resulting in more owners being
ownership unit will be restricted to those currently forced to sell their home.
renting their housing, subject to a maximum
household income, and non-ownership of any form Given affordable housing requirements and its
of residential real estate.
impact on communities, increased development of
condominium and rental properties is anticipated in
Once renting or owning affordable housing, the
areas of the city without affordable housing
situation appears permanent. Individuals at the
requirements.
beginning of their career or dealing with a loss of
income would be eligible. As personal situations
Inclusionary zoning has been embraced in Ontario.
change there appears to be no review of eligibility.
Toronto’s by-law must be approved by the province.
Those who become financially successful or receive
a family inheritance may remain in affordable
housing. Individuals supported by “family income”
may obtain affordable housing that could otherwise
be made available to those without a fallback
option.
Impact on Condominium Communities
For new condominium buildings, a minimum
number of units will have to be available as
affordable housing units, with this minimum
dependent on where a building is located. Those
located downtown or near subway stations will be
required to provide more units up to ten percent of
floor space.
There is likely to be a dramatic impact on the
management of condominium corporations and
unit resale values. Older buildings that do not
incorporate what is being defined as affordable
housing may be increasingly popular and command
higher resale values. New buildings will look good
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ELECTIONS & MEETINGS

ADOPTION OF
ELECTRONIC VOTING
Electronic voting has been slow to catch on despite
solving many of the problems relating to condo
voting, and widespread adoption elsewhere.

scheduled meeting.

Detractors of electronic voting include those who
prefer an outdated manual voting and proxy system
At its core, electronic voting allows residents to vote allowing some to control the voting process while
privately and at their convenience, securely and
affecting who are elected as directors.
without influence or manipulation, from any
location. For more about the benefits of electronic Electronic voting has been, and continues to be, in
voting and how the process works see It’s Time for
the best interest of condominium communities and
Online Voting in Condos, No Proxies Required and
their owners.
The Dilemma of Quorum in the Condo Archives.
Toronto Condo News has been supportive of
electronic voting since 2014. It is used in municipal
elections outside Toronto, and in over half the
states in the United States. Condominium
communities in Canada have been slow to adopt
electronic voting to their detriment. Problems
achieving quorum, vote counting and vote
influencing all occur under the current system
which costs more and takes longer to administer.
Proxies are banned in political elections in Canada
and the United States. This helps ensure integrity of
the electoral process by preventing someone from
voting on your behalf. With electronic voting,
proxies may serve a more limited purpose among
those few without access to an electronic device, or
for matters best decided at a meeting after
receiving or hearing information at that meeting.
In the United States, some states prohibit proxy
voting. Among communities that utilize electronic
voting participation rates can exceed 90 percent
with quorum obtained days or weeks prior to a
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GOVERNANCE

NATURAL GAS
SHORTAGE
If you have
been following
world events, it
does appear
that there will
be a natural
gas shortage.
Events in
Ukraine the past couple of months have resulted
in NATO sanctions on Russia. Their deliveries of
natural gas and oil are likely to be reduced for the
foreseeable future. Russia is a major supplier of
oil and natural gas so a decline in their deliveries
will increase prices.
Here in Canada, high-rise communities rely on
natural gas as fuel in suites and common areas;
for heating and ventilation, hot water heating,
swimming pools and emergency generators.
Higher world pricing for natural gas and oil will
impact local condominium corporation budgets.

GUIDELINES FOR
CONDO LIVING
Rules are an integral
part of condo living.
They define how
residents are expected
to act when in common
areas. When in-suite
actions impact on
common areas or other
residents, communities
with established rules find it easier to address
problems that arise.
Homeowners and tenants find it easier to follow
rules when they know what those rules are, why
they're in place, and the consequences of not
following them.
The board has authority to create policies and
procedures, otherwise known as condo rules,
which provide guidance for homeowners as they
navigate life in a condominium community.

Higher pricing of natural gas and oil is to be
expected throughout 2022 possibly into 2023.

Adjusting the budget line item for natural gas in
advance of anticipated price increases is the
prudent and responsible approach to budgeting.
The alternative
of creating an
unnecessary
deficit situation
is to be
avoided.
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FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

MAXIMIZING YOUR
RESERVE FUND INVESTMENT
When your condominium building first opened few
were concerned with the reserve fund. There was a
zero balance and the building was new so it wasn’t
top of mind.

eligible financial instruments that are 1) issued or
guaranteed by the Government of Canada or one of
the provinces; or 2) issued by an institution located
in Ontario insured by the Canada Deposit Insurance
Corporation (CDIC) or the Federal Services
Regulatory Authority of Ontario (FSRAO). These are
supposedly safe investments that guarantee return
of principal.

Over the years the fund builds up through monthly
contributions. After twenty or thirty years that
balance can be millions of dollars. While this
sounds like a lot of money, it can be quickly
depleted over a short period by replacing elevators, Condo boards are rarely involved with daily or
windows, roof, building façade and major
equipment.
CONTINUED PAGE 11 ….
During the period when
a reserve fund should be
growing, communities
strive to add more to the
fund than is used each
year. It makes no sense
for most of these funds,
which are being set aside
for use in future years, to
sit in accounts that do
not earn interest income.
The balance should be
invested to obtain the
maximum possible
return which helps the
fund grow while keeping
owner contributions as
low as possible.
The Condominium Act
limits reserve fund
account investing to
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FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
MAXIMIZING YOUR RESERVE FUND INVESTMENT… CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10
weekly banking; this is typically handled by the
condominium manager. The condo board, more
specifically the treasurer, should be involved in
determining which financial institution works with
the corporation, ensuring invested funds receive the
best possible returns, and obtaining value-added
benefits consistent with being a high net-worth
client.
The most popular investment instrument for
reserve fund monies is Guaranteed Investment
Certificates or GICs. These promise return of the
principal amount if held to maturity plus an annual
return that increases as the term increases to a
maximum of five years.
Most condominium corporations purchase GICs
from the financial institution where they maintain
their bank accounts. Investing large sums with a
financial institution
would make an
individual a high networth investor qualifying
for “white glove”
treatment and perks.
While the same should
be true for condominium
corporations, this is not
always the case. It can
be convenient to work
with the financial
institution that handles
corporation banking, but
investing larger sums
with them may not
ensure the best possible
return.

institution specializing in working with
condominium corporations and investing reserve
fund monies. Some institutions require a minimum
of $1 million in funds before working with a
condominium corporation and offer a lower return
on your invested funds. Parama provides
competitive rates and value-added benefits. There
are no account fees. For security, the account can
only be accessed by a single identified individual.
The institution assigns to your corporation a
financial advisor to help optimize your reserve fund
assets to meet future funding requirements at no
additional cost. They offer a combination of fixedterm and cashable GICs to help manage your cash
flow. The advisor is available to attend board
meetings to answer questions about the program.
Parama Credit Union is a local institution that
diverts profits back into the local community and
jobs to the local economy.

Parama Credit Union
Limited is a financial
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SECURITY, SAFETY & FRAUD

CONDO PARKING
SIMPLIFIED
Parking Management
Software with License
Plate Recognition
Advanced parking technology
combines parking
management software with
license plate recognition to
simplify management of
condominium parking.
Systems provide automated
entry to parking areas for
residents and registered
guests without the need for
permits, transmitters, fobs or
key cards. Residents can
register guests remotely.
Vehicles don’t back up when
security is attending to other
matters thus unable to
register a guest or open the
garage door.
Parking management
software with license plate
recognition offers a
streamlined and secure way
for residents to park in their
building.

INTEGRATED
SECURITY SYSTEMS
High-rise security can be approached by looking at its three
components; people, technology and policies/procedures.
Individuals employed to provide security utilize systems that may
include people, lighting, cameras, and access control systems. After
researching and purchasing appropriate security cameras, positioning
them and connecting to a monitoring system, allowing poor lighting to
prevent cameras from capturing useful images is a lack of integration.
The most effective form of security is an on-site guard or concierge.
They serve as a deterrent and respond to events as they occur. It is
best to work with a company that understands condominiums.
Directors and management should detail duties and expectations of
security/concierge for each shift. Communities without the budget for
full-time security/concierge can opt for an on-site presence during highrisk hours or employ a service offering mobile patrols.
Technology offers the second most effective security measure. A virtual
concierge allows visual monitoring from a remote location. Access
control systems can include programmable key fobs or cards.
Overdependence on technology can be circumvented. Perpetrators
may ignore cameras knowing captured images are often poor quality.
Head and face coverings are an easy way to avoid being identified.
Policies and procedures can be effective if adhered to. Educate
residents on how to avoid having strangers follow them into a building
or wandering halls by posting signs and reviewing procedures at
meetings. More eyes watching for security makes it harder for
perpetrators. Implement a regular fob audit to restrict the number of
fobs in circulation. Deactivating old fobs in circulation or provided to
non-residents ensures only registered users have access to the building.
A security audit will evaluate current security measures for
effectiveness and include recommendations to reduce risks. The board
can use this information to implement an effective building security
system within their budget and timeline.
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DIVERSIONS

TRISHAW RIDES FOR SENIORS
Hamilton seniors are receiving complimentary rides have never gone to.
on the waterfront in a trishaw.
Trishaw rides are offered by the Hamilton and
A trishaw is a three-wheeled electric cycle; two
Burlington chapter of Cycling without Age. This is
wheels up front, one wheel at the back, with a red
a worldwide organization helping seniors
hood covering a cushioned seat in front.
experience cycling and the outdoors with slow
piloted rides using trained volunteers. The
A tour guide sits at the
organization has more than 2,500 chapters. There
back and pedals the
are nearly 40 chapters in Canada including Toronto,
trishaw with help from
Hamilton and Burlington, and Ottawa.
an electric motor while
pointing out scenery,
The trishaw was purchased at a cost of $18,000 with
swans and herons on
support from McMaster University, Hamiltonthe water, and
Oshawa Port Authority (HOPA), Hamilton Trike and
landmarks. Hour long
‘bent, and New Hope Community Bikes. The
tours begin at the
Hamilton and Burlington chapter of Cycling without
waterfront trail and go
Age is trying to secure funding to purchase five
to Princess Point before trishaws.
circling back. Seniors
can ask the tour to stop Information about Cycling without Age is available
for photos next to Theodore the Tugboat or along
at https://cyclingwithoutage.ca. Canadian chapters
the water.
are listed at https://cyclingwithoutage.ca/chapterscanada.
The tour allows seniors to see and enjoy areas they
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BUILDING HEALTH

BREATHING BETTER AIR
Your Fan Coil System
Clean and fresh air is part of a healthy living
environment. In high-rise living this requires
mechanical systems to deliver clean air from
outside and filter out contaminants. These systems
need to be maintained so they continue delivering
fresh, clean air to your home at a comfortable
temperature.
Most high-rise suites have one or more fan coil
systems each connected to a thermostat. “The fan
coil system combines a water coil for heating or
cooling air and a fan
for providing this air
to the suite,”
explains Les Woods
of Unilux CRFC
which both cleans
and retrofits fan coil
systems. “It draws
air in from your suite
and runs it through
the system. A
thermostat controls
the temperature of
air delivered to your
suite. A filter, which
should be replaced
throughout the year,
removes some
contaminants so
that cleaner air is
returned to your
suite. These
systems have a
projected 20-year
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lifespan.”
Improper care or
insufficient
maintenance can
affect the quality of
indoor air by
allowing dirt, dust,
pet hair and other

CONTINUED PAGE 15 ….

BUILDING HEALTH
BREATHING BETTER AIR… CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14
contaminants into your home. Mould growth in the paid by participating owners. When not organized
system becomes airborne and can affect health.
by the building, each owner is responsible for
The lifespan of the system can be impacted.
maintaining their individual systems.
Retrofitting an older system
Replacing fan coil systems – dirty coil, electrical
components, insulation and drain pan - can improve
indoor air quality. Today’s replacement systems
may include component coils that are easier to
clean and do not require drywall to be removed.
Newer systems reduce energy requirements by up
to 75 percent while delivering clean and
comfortable air. The entire retrofit process takes a
few hours.
Many communities
organize an annual
cleaning of fan coil
systems to ensure
they remain in
good working
condition. Filters
are replaced and
identified nonmechanical
problems
addressed.
Systems may be
owned by the
corporation or
owner as per the
building’s
declaration.
Where systems are
owned by owners,
the corporation
may organize
retrofitting or
replacement to be
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BUILDING MANAGEMENT

BIDS AND
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
Does every contract or project a
condominium corporation undertakes
need to be bid out?
No. Deciding which contracts or
projects should be bid out should be
an exercise in common sense.
Many business relationships are based
on history or longevity, and offer more
value than a new vendor competing
solely on price. Requesting a longtrusted vendor bid on services that are
relatively simple to perform signifies
some level of dissatisfaction or
mistrust.
An existing provider is likely to know
your building better than any new
company that may be brought in.
They are more likely to provide cost
saving and value-added services
beyond what is included using a
standardized bidding process.
For small jobs multiple bids are neither
practical or justified. In emergency
situations time required to obtain
multiple bids should be balanced
against the time to obtain necessary
products or services.
For larger or more complex jobs
requesting bids through a request for

CONTINUED PAGE 18 ….
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WHEN THE BOARD FAILS TO
ENFORCE RULES
Owners can be dissatisfied with their board.
Common reasons include failure to enforce rules
about pets or noise. Trash disposal may be a
problem. Lack of communication may be an
ongoing concern. Perhaps common areas are not
being maintained to your satisfaction.

Should
mediation fail
or owners
choose not to
wait until an
election, it is
possible to
None of this means the board, or management, is
replace a
acting improper or outside the scope of their
condo board or individual director. This requires:
obligations.
a) Owners of at least 15 percent of units
requisitioning an owners’ meeting to vote on
Any community dissatisfied with their board, or an
removal of some or all directors;
individual director, has certain rights. Mediation
b) The meeting must have a quorum – 25 percent
with the corporation, per the Condominium Act, can
of suite owners – in attendance. If attendance
be required with the support of at least 15 percent
does not meet this minimum level the
of owners, when there is a specific enforcement
requisitioned meeting ends.
matter to address such as a particular rule. More
c) A majority of owners in attendance must vote in
broadly, the community can replace directors
support of the motion to remove one or more
whose term has expired with others who will
directors.
enforce the rule in question. This occurs at a
scheduled election, typically the annual general
For more information, see Replacing an Elected
meeting.
Condo Board in the Condo Archives.

BIDS AND REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS… CONTINUED FROM PAGE 17
proposal can be advantageous. Putting
requirements on paper and asking vendors to
provide pricing based on specific requirements
ensures no misunderstanding by either party.
Should discrepancies or conflict arise both parties
refer to written documentation for resolution.
Experienced boards and management have
sufficient insight to know when it is best to obtain
bids, with or without preparing a request for
proposal. Lower-cost elevator maintenance or
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snow clearing may not include fast and reliable
service. A new engineering firm for reserve fund
studies or other work requires time to learn about
your community if they are to be effective. A lawyer
charging less by the hour may bill for more hours.
A better approach is to develop a transparent
process for when to request a company bid for your
business, and when preparation of a request for
proposal is warranted.

ELECTIONS & MEETINGS

WHEN THE BOARD
LOSES QUORUM
Quorum is the minimum number of individuals that
must be present at a meeting to make proceedings
of that meeting valid. For a condo board meeting
with five (5) directors and a quorum of three (3), per
its governing documents, a minimum of three board •
members would have to be in attendance at a
board meeting for proceedings to be valid.
Quorum can be lost when directors fail to attend
board meetings or resign, or when insufficient
people are willing to sit on the board. It can be lost
when elected directors choose not to undertake
mandatory director training. Failing to achieve
quorum has repercussions and costs. Budgets and
building expenditures may not be approved and
important projects delayed.

•

Hold an owners meeting to fill vacancies within
30 days of losing quorum (section 34(4) of the
Condo Act). A notice of meeting must be sent
out within 15 days of losing quorum with the
meeting date within 15 days of sending out the
notice.
Those interested in serving as a director should
inform the board in writing within five days of
receiving the Information Certificate to be
announced in the meeting notice.

Should remaining board members fail to call and
hold a meeting as prescribed in the Condo Act, or
When a condo board is at risk of losing quorum, it
when no directors remain to take action, owners
can choose to appoint any qualified person to serve
can call and hold the meeting with costs for doing
as a director until the next annual general meeting
so being reimbursable.
without owner consultation. At the annual general
meeting owners elect individuals to fill
current director vacancies.
When a board loses a majority of members,
remaining directors are unable to fulfill their
role until quorum is re-established. The
Condo Act states that the board is unable to
transact any business during this time. The
following process is required:
• Send to owners an Information
Certificate (ICU) within five days of losing
quorum (section 11.2(3) of the Condo
Act).
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CONDO MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
The Cost of Free
Managing a condominium community is complex.
Resident service requests, receiving condo fees and
other payments, and dealing with vendors are
central responsibilities. Communicating with
residents, providing mandated and other
information, and booking amenities are daily
activities. Quality condo management software
helps do all this and more in less time through a
computer, laptop, tablet or mobile phone.
“Condo management software is a comprehensive
tool designed to streamline condominium
management operations,” explains Nicholas Gill of
BuildingLink Canada. “The main product is
designed to automate administrative tasks, simplify
submission and resolution of
maintenance requests, manage
amenities and improve
communications. Buildings with
front desks are equipped with
tools to track keys, receive parcels
and more. Dedicated apps for
both management and residents
make all this super simple and
convenient. Powerful search
capabilities, analytics and
reporting are standard.”
Additional features may include a
website, financial management
tools, smart-home or parcel
management integration, online
payments, key management,
package handling, and even leak
detection sensors.
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Mark Bush of UpperBee Software elaborates on the
importance of this technology. “Condo
management software has the potential to improve
or impair your community operations and is
available at different price points. More expensive
products are typically better and offer more. Free
products, while potentially appealing and claiming
to offer the same benefits, have drawbacks.”
The cost of free
You get what you pay for. Free products offer
limited tools and have limited functionality. They
may have been developed to encourage a

CONTINUED PAGE 21 ….

CONDO PETS

ESTABLISHING
PET RESTRICTIONS
When establishing pet restrictions for a condo
community there are three sets of regulations to
consider.

can be prohibited if stated in the declaration of the
corporation. Doing otherwise would grant tenants
more rights than owners.

Declaration and Rules
Amending a declaration is the preferred way to
establish pet restrictions. This requires support of
at least 80 percent of owners. The easier approach
is to revise rules since this doesn’t require a vote of
owners. One limitation is that rules cannot be
inconsistent with a declaration. Unless prohibited
in the declaration, prohibiting pets in rules is
unenforceable. Rules can impose restrictions such
as weight or size, prohibition for certain exotic or
nuisance pets, and requirements such as having
pets carried or on a leash when in common areas.

Ontario Human Rights Code
Individuals with a disability have the right to equal
treatment with respect to occupancy without
discrimination. Condominium corporations are
obligated to accommodate residents with a
disability recognized by the Code to the point of
undue hardship meaning some level of health and
safety risk to other residents or excessive cost. The
corporation is entitled
to request that
residents provide a
letter from a medical
professional stating the
animal is necessary to
address individual
disability-related needs.

Residential Tenancies Act
The Residential Tenancies Act prevents the
prohibition of pets in a residential lease. Since this
legislation does not supersede the Condo Act, pets

CONDO MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE… CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20
subsequent and costlier purchase to obtain
offer is limited. Free products may display
desirable features. To be truly useful, free software advertising which cannot be turned off and typically
typically requires purchases as needs grow. They
offer very limited or no support.
may “discourage” conversion to another, possibly
superior, product by making it difficult to transfer
data or information from the system. Free products
are a known way to get individuals to relinquish
ownership or control of personal information for
possible sale to a third-party. Products often lack
security or require a subsequent purchase to obtain
the more desirable features. The automation they
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MANAGING DISTRESSED
COMMUNITIES
Communities can break down, or encounter severe
resistance, dealing with the many tasks necessary to
ensure smooth operation. Causes include personal
disputes, physical problems in buildings and
financial missteps.

With no easy solutions communications suffer and
irate residents become angry, threatening and
sometimes violent.

Boards may choose the wrong projects to spend
money on or
Fiscal
have poor
mismanagement
timing. They
is the root of
may invest in a
most community
technology or
problems.
system that fails
to perform as
Money, or lack of
expected. Or,
it, is the most
after major
common
investments,
problem. There is never enough to do what
funds are not properly allocated for maintenance.
everyone wants. Residents desire more than a
Budgets failing to account for reasonably
community can afford while preferring not to pay
anticipated expenses result in too little collected
more. Management and directors try to do as much from owners.
as possible. The gap between desires and what is
affordable can be the greatest source of conflict and Deferring maintenance is a short-term approach
primary cause of distress.
guaranteed to create bigger problems someone

Fiscal mismanagement
is the root of most
community problems

Boilers, heating and air conditioning equipment,
and pipes need to be maintained. Outer walls,
windows and systems exposed to weather,
moisture, sun, heat, cold and humidity eventually
fail without proper maintenance and periodic
replacement. As systems and equipment age
maintenance costs increase until replacement is
necessary. Failing to set aside sufficient funds to
pay these expenses cause all types of problems.
Management deals with more irate residents.
Problems increase in frequency and scope. Boards
spend more time deliberating about problems.
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MANAGING DISTRESSED COMMUNITIES… CONTINUED FROM PAGE 22
else will have to address at greater cost.
Unresolved problems become emergency
expenditures when walls or roofs fail, or a major
internal system “unexpectedly” requires
replacement.

Finances are inadequate to pay for necessary
repairs. Reserve funds, intended to pay for many
expenditures, are of limited use when accumulated
funds are insufficient. A special assessment results
and owners must come up with large sums of
money to pay for what are now “unexpected” and
“essential” expenditures. Owners unable to pay a
special assessment could be forced to sell their
home.
Conflict among residents and the board
Financial problems have a tendency to paralyze
decision making. Management becomes unable to
manage when boards disagree on how to resolve
matters and fail to make decisions. Residents find
work takes longer to be completed or receive no
productive response to their concerns.
Role of management
Through all this it is
up to the
condominium
manager to support
and advise the board
while communicating
with residents.
Residents fault
management for
failures rather than
understanding
constraints they are required to accept. A
breakdown in communication results making a bad
situation worse.

Struggling condo boards find it easier to blame
management than accept responsibility for their
actions or inaction. Communities that regularly
replace management is an indicator of larger
unresolved problems.
The best solution is to identify and address
problems sooner so they don’t escalate out of
control.

•

•

•

Avoid treating budgeting as a theoretical
exercise. Develop realistic and supportable
budgets, then establish condo fees at a
sustainable level.
Board and management should be involved in
the entire reserve fund study process rather
than restricting themselves to accepting that
details and dollar amounts are correct, then
communicating the impact on condo fees to
owners.
Raise condo fees annually knowing that
expenses always increase over time. Savings
from specific initiatives should not be used to
reduce condo fees unless there is certainty
savings are permanent.
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INSURANCE FOR THE
CORPORATION AND RESIDENTS
Communities maintain insurance to protect against
certain events with policies varying in terms of cost,
coverage and deductibles. When something
unexpected goes wrong at home, insurance offers
financial protection. A flooded toilet in your suite
causing damage to your and other units, water
flooding from above and fire are just three
possibilities.

Various types of coverage are available for the
corporation policy:

•

Your corporation maintains insurance to protect
common areas of the building that include property
and liability coverage. When purchasing a condo, a
“certificate of insurance” is provided to new owners.
•
These policies do not protect contents of individual
suites against damage or theft. Understanding the
policy maintained by the corporation is necessary to
determine what type of insurance may be
appropriate for residents.

General Liability Coverage protects against
liability for injuries and damages that occur on
the property. It provides coverage against
lawsuits relating to accidents that may occur on
corporation property. A swimming pool would
increase risk and may require a higher level of
coverage. Visitor use of the amenities or
allowing alcohol in common areas increases risk
and may result in higher premiums.
Directors and Officers (D&O) Coverage protects
personal assets of condo directors who have
volunteered their time to benefit the
community. This coverage is intended to protect
directors and officers of the corporation who
may be sued while fulfilling their obligations,

CONTINUED PAGE 25 ….
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•

and against accusations they have failed to carry
out their fiduciary obligations.
Fidelity Coverage protects the corporation
should funds be stolen from corporation
accounts.

Every condominium resident, owner or tenant,
should maintain insurance coverage to protect
against damage or loss to their personal property.
Condo Owner Insurance provides coverage for
owners consistent with their liability as owner and
resident of a residential condominium suite.
Tenant Insurance, purchased by tenants, is
intended to protect possessions in the event of loss,
liability for accidents, and against liability for
damages arising from problems within a rented
suite. Rental Coverage, purchased by the owner of

a condominium suite, is intended to protect against
property damage by a renter. Should a tenant
cause $45,000 in damage to the suite and common
areas, and be unable to pay for damages or lack
adequate coverage, this offers financial protection
to the condominium owner.

Water is estimated to account for up to 40 percent
of all claims. Deductibles can range from $5,000 to
more than $100,000. Condominium corporations
implementing effective preventative and detection
measures to avoid water problems should have
fewer and less costly damage claims thereby
reducing fees paid by condo owners.
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RENTALS & SALES

DEALING WITH
PROBLEM TENANTS
So, you’ve decided to rent out your home or
purchased a property to earn rental income.
You’ve ended up with tenants who are not clean,
late paying their rent and fail to follow condo rules.
Neighbours and the management office are
complaining about their conduct. Knowing that a
single bad tenant can make a rental property
unprofitable for many years, it is best to protect
your investment.
Identify problem tenants before renting to them
There are ways to avoid renting to potential
problem tenants. Thoroughly screen all tenants
based on their rental application. Undertake full
credit and criminal history checks.

your management office and neighbours.
Low income individuals may receive housing
subsidies. This can be beneficial to a landlord in
that payments are more secure. Properties may
have to pass inspection to ensure basic standards
such as no peeling paint; and functional electric
circuits, windows and smoke detectors. Tenants
under a subsidy program are more likely to
maintain a property since eviction can result in loss
of their subsidies.

Encouraging or forcing bad tenants to depart
Once in your home, it can be hard to force a
problem tenant out.
• Document all lease violations in writing. Photos
and videos are helpful. Supplement verbal
Credit checks can show a tenant’s ability to handle
notices with written notice.
money. A low score from multiple credit accounts,
• Treat all tenants equally to avoid claims of
or late or missed payments, are indicators of an
subjective standards.
inability to manage money. Avoid tenants likely to
delay on paying rent when collectors come calling to • Encourage a tenant to leave by offering them
cash to depart. Distasteful as this may be, it can
pay outstanding bills. Criminal checks can aid in
be faster and more economical than dealing
identifying individuals likely to damage property.
with a protracted eviction and possibly vindictive
Look for a history of violence or property offenses.
tenant. Be sure to pay the cash after the tenant
has departed and returned keys to reduce any
Evaluate a potential tenant’s current living
risk of their damaging property.
situation by visiting their current address.
Determine if the place is clean and well maintained.
If eviction becomes necessary it is best to work with
Problem indicators include dirty clothing laying
an experienced property manager or attorney
around, trash in the wrong places and failure to
familiar with landlord and tenant laws.
clean up after a pet’s indoor messes. If a tenant is
not living cleanly in their current home it is unlikely
Undertake measures to obtain good tenants and
they will act differently in your home. This can
avoid those likely to be troublesome. When a bad
lower the value of your home, require extensive
tenant slips through it is best to have them depart
repairs when they depart, and cause trouble with
as quickly as possible and on good terms.
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IT’S A GIG ECONOMY
Most of today’s jobs are lower paying, less secure
and in the service sector. Jobs serving customers or
selling – insurance, real estate, financial services –
are on the rise. Traditionally more stable jobs
making things are on the decline.
The gig economy, self-employed workers entering
into contracts to complete specific work or to work
for a specific period of time, is on the rise. In the
last 15 years the proportion of individuals working
in the gig economy has doubled. Gig employees
receive no benefits or vacation time. They drive for
Uber and deliver packages. Others work as
musicians, contractors, roofers, plumbers, and
deliver food to your home. Gig economy employees
often work less than full-time and are easier to
terminate.

Half of
all retail
jobs will
soon be
automated according to McKinsey & Co. estimates.
This includes jobs mentioned previously along with
travel agents, realtors, cashiers, print media, and
Canada Post. Online systems are replacing sales
people. These are all service sector jobs which
account for 70 percent of the economy.
It has become more difficult to find full-time
employment offering benefits and a career path.
Corporate pensions no longer exist for 70 percent
of employees. Full-time employment has become
more precarious. Families get started later and the
homes they purchase or rent are smaller.

Technology gave rise to gig employment while
providing tools for remote offices, electronic
communication, business tasks and information
management. Ironically, information technology is
where the gig economy started and is now
branching out.
Gig employment becomes the only practical option
when traditional employment disappears. Jobs are
disappearing as Walmart, Shoppers Drug Mart and
others replace people with robots. Cashiers have
been replaced with automated check-out systems,
and bank tellers with automated teller machines.
Walmart is now replacing employees with robots
that roam aisles taking inventory and scanning
shelves. The job is done faster, more frequently
and at lower cost.
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MENTAL HEALTH ISSUES IN
CONDOMINIUMS

DEALING WITH
YOUR RRSP
AT AGE 71

In any given year, the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health (CAMH)
reports that one in five Canadians will have a mental illness or
addiction problem. The likelihood management is required to deal with
one or more mental health issues each year is high.

You turn 71 this year and
saved money in your
Registered Retirement Savings
Plan (RRSP). The law requires
that you begin winding down
your RRSP before the end of
the year in which you turn 71.
You have two options.

Failure to understand and properly deal with mental health issues in
high-rise communities impacts on more people than other forms of
housing. Condo boards failing to properly deal with these issues can
result in unnecessarily high costs and court proceedings. Under the
Ontario Human Rights Code, condo corporations have a legal obligation
to accommodate individuals suffering from a disability; mental
impairment or disorder, physical or developmental. This obligation
supersedes the corporation’s governing documents. The corporation is
required to obtain information about an individual’s disability to
determine the best way to accommodate them. For physical disabilities
ramps and automatic door openers offer practical and reasonable
solutions. A regular cleaning service, paid for by the resident, may
address a hoarding problem while eliminating fire and pest concerns.
A more intractable challenge is a resident incapable of caring for
themself and without a family member or caregiver to assist. This can
pose a danger to the individual or other residents. Corporations can be
justified in obtaining a physician’s psychiatric assessment to determine
if an individual’s accommodation is appropriate for their situation.
Psychiatric assessments for a resident suspected of having a mental
disorder can be requested by a police officer or justice of the peace.
(Mental Health Act sections 16 and 17.) The purpose is to have a
guardian assigned to manage an individual’s property which includes
making decisions on their behalf. If successful, the Office of the Pubic
Guardian and Trustee is authorized to manage their property. Without
evidence that an individual’s mental health is relevant, courts have
been reluctant to require they undergo a mental health examination.
While there are other ways to obtain a psychiatric assessment, these
are generally avoided by condominium corporations since they require
resident consent and agreement to pay costs.
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Cash Out
Close down your RRSP. This
amount gets added to your
income for the year and you
pay taxes based on your
marginal tax rate.
Establish a Registered
Retirement Income Fund
A RRIF functions similar to
your RRSP except that no
further contributions are
allowed and a minimum
amount must be withdrawn
each year. The RRIF
withdrawal rate is 5.28
percent at age 71 and
increases each year. This
allows you to keep your
money in a tax-free account
and withdraw it over time or
in a year where your marginal
tax rate is lower. Withdrawn
funds can be added to a TFSA
if you have contribution room
or to any non-registered
investment account.

ELECTIONS & MEETINGS
Response from Toronto Condo News

There is no general prohibition on election
campaigning and soliciting in condominium or highrise communities.

ELECTION
CAMPAIGNING FOR
THE CONDO BOARD

Some communities, or individuals. may consider
election campaigning to be a nuisance. There may
be prohibitions or restrictions in a condominium
corporation’s declaration, by-laws or rules. No
solicitation and no loitering rules are not
uncommon.

Some communities adopt policies allowing election
candidates to communicate with residents through
an established forum. There may be a candidate
evening that residents attend to hear candidates
explain their platform and experience, and address
questions. Candidate statements may be
distributed to residents by the corporation along
Can a board member promote their re-election as a with other election-related material. Candidates
director campaign by knocking on doors and asking may set up in the lobby to speak with residents as
owners to vote for them? Are there legal
they enter and exit the building.
restrictions as to what can be done?
P. S.
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